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To fill in the knowledge about transcript isoforms expressed from a gene, we have proposed a comparative genomics method allowing to
identify orthologous exons shared by a pair of genes [1]. We predict transcript isoforms in human, mouse and in a non-model organism, dog,
and we identify 135 conserved genes having common gene structures and common potential transcriptomes.

Modelling gene structures using comparative genomics to predict isoforms [1]
Our structure of a target gene
(fig.1a)
• based on functional sites of known transcripts:
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• using functional sites of known transcripts in an orthologous source gene
(fig.1b):
Ø to reveal new functional sites or coding exons on the target gene (fig.1c)
Ø to predict new transcripts of the target gene, using predicted functional sites (fig.1d)
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Figure 1. CREM gene: pairwise comparison between human (a) and
mouse (b) reveals new functional sites or exons (red) on human gene
(c). This lead to predict new expressible transcripts (d) in human.

Application: Predicting transcripts in human, mouse and dog
Data used:
2,167 orthologous genes & 18,109 known transcripts:
• human and mouse: CCDS
• dog: ENSEMBL
Pairwise comparisons [1]
and merging results
6,861 new predicted transcripts (fig. 2):
1,540
+15.5%

Figure 2. Estimated transcriptomes: known and predicted transcripts obtained
using pairwise comparisons.

3,209

2,112
+24.5%

+50%

Analyzing conservation over functional sites and transcripts
We build two conservation graphs for each gene:
• conserved functional site graph (fig.4) & conserved transcript graph (fig.5)
• a graph component shows orthology relationships between species
• classification of graph components (3-species case):
• shared in the 3 species (fig.3a), in 2 species (fig.3b), specific to a species (fig.3c)
• only graphs without “ambiguous” components (fig.3d) are considered for analysis
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Figure 5. Transcript graph of CREM gene (ambiguous) (left). Analysis of 986 considered
transcript graphs. 135 graphs reveal genes having common potential transcriptomes (right).
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Figure 3. Considered gene components: (a) triplet, (b) duplicate,
(c) singleton. “Ambiguous” graph components (d) are not considered.
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Figure 4. Functional site graph of CREM gene (left). Analysis of 1,663 considered
functional site graphs. 255 graphs reveal genes having common gene structures (right).
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Figure 6. Distribution of duplicates (left) and singletons (right) components in functional site graphs.
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